» Solution Brief

Promisec Endpoint Manager
Detect and Remediate Cyber Incidents with File Reputation Scoring and IOC Detection
Promisec Endpoint Manager is the first and only agentless solution that delivers complete endpoint
detection and remediation capabilities across the enterprise, while at the same time extending the
value of your current information security investments. Promisec Endpoint Manager leverages patented technology to quickly inspect your entire enterprise to uncover, analyze, and remediate abnormalities that could result in expensive incident response efforts. The solution is engineered to run
at scale on every network to enable businesses of all sizes, working across every industry to cover use
cases from compliance through cyber.
The Modern Threat Landscape Demands a New Type of Security Solution
Today's threat landscape is more dynamic and sophisticated than ever before—and traditional security solutions like Malware detection and Anti-Virus scanners simply have not kept up with the kinds of
threats that are plaguing Enterprises. What's missing? Put simply, a way to confirm—on a continuous
basis—that what is running on your endpoints is supposed to be and how to remediate when its not.
To do this effectively requires integration across all security products and security policies controlling your endpoints as well as understanding when change occurs and what caused the change (eg
Patch vs potential malware) as well as proactive detection of detection for the latest threats hitting the
Enterprise. Today's threat landscape demands this level sophistication to ensure integrity and control
across all IT systems.
Designed to meet the increasingly complex endpoint security needs of large global enterprises, Promisec Endpoint Manager provides complete visibility into endpoint status throughout the enterprise;
compares current status with security and network policies to assess gaps in alignment; and enables
manual or automatic remediation and reporting. In so doing, Promisec Endpoint Manager provides
integrity, visibility and control across:
•

•

•
•

Infrastructure: confirm that all desktops, laptops and

servers on Windows, Linux and Mac have security
controls that are properly configured and all agentbased Anti-virus, patch management, encryption and
firewall solutions are fully operational.
Applications: confirm that all software assets are
known including what is licensed as well as patches
are deployed and all unauthorized, shadow IT
applications are identified and removed.
Users: confirm that all local and group policies are
compliant and enforced.
Cyber: confirm and classify all file additions and
changes quickly as good (ie OS patch) or bad (ie
actual or suspicious threat).
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Come See What We See
Promisec Endpoint Manager is simple, easy to use, quick to implement, and shareable across every environment. The Promisec platform can be tailored to meet the specific needs of multiple departments
within an organization covering numerous use cases. This flexibility allows for unprecedented ROI.
Cyber investigation to Incident Response
Promisec helps Cyber Investigation and Incident Response
teams to be proactive and to bring the fight directly to the
attackers to enable these teams to go "on the hunt" and
identify systems running problem malware and advanced
threats. Promisec provides File Integrity Monitoring and
File Reputation Scoring which combined identifies changes
to files and processes with real time threat intel to identify
advanced attacks. Got a threat feed already? Use that feed
to quickly survey your entire Enterprise for the latest threats.
Then deep dive via forensics to grab a complete file listing on
suspect endpoints.

Shadow IT Driving Application Controls
Promisec can provide you the level of visibility and control
of what’s running on your endpoints through our own
blacklisting and removal technologies that are backed thru
continuous research of the latest apps that are plaguing IT
organizations. As new apps begin to proliferate, blacklisting
allows you complete control to tailor what is allowed to run
and create exclusion lists for allowed applications. Through
golden imaging, endpoints can be tightly controlled from the
OS up through the applicaions and users.

Software License and Asset Management
Promisec enables you to see what hardware and software is
installed on every system and categorizes your SW and HW
assets in the process as well as allowing notations in custom
columns. Knowing what you have and who is using it not
only allows you to pay for what you need, but also to protect
and defend effectively what you are actually running.

Compliance
Promisec can ensure compliance of your endpoints thru
continuous monitoring of your environments adherence to a
golden image or standards configuration. This golden image
can be quickly defined by pointing to a real system or created
custom by you. Promisec can leverage known standards
such as NIST and CIS policy definitions and supports PCI-DSS,
HIPAA, SOX, FISMA, GLBA and other regulations. Promisec
can also detect and enforce all Grop Plolicy definitions.
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Promisec is a pioneer in endpoint visibility and remediation,
empowering organizations to avoid threats and disarm attacks that can lead to unwanted headlines and penalties.
Promisec’s technology assures users that their endpoints
are secure, audits are clean, regulations are met and vulnerabilities are addressed proactively to ensure the integrity of
enterprise IT. More than 450 globally recognized companies
trust in Promisec to stay secure and operationally efficient.

